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What is Bias?

• omnipresent
• naturalizes & normalizes ideologies
• shapes our understanding of the world
• influences our opinions

• neutrality?
• objectivity? 

• media as the fourth estate/power  
• democracy
• free speech



What is Bias?

• selection: what is made newsworthy?
• various factors that shape the forming of a news story

• ideologies
• political beliefs/orientations
• literacy 
• editorial policies
• media system
• political economy
• ownership
• money



What is Bias?

• frames and categories

• “What we ‘know’ about the nature of the social world depends upon how we frame and 
interpret the cues we receive about that world.” (Edelman, 1993)

• “A war may be named a noble crusade (in which case the killing of innocent civilians and 
the profiteering the conflict brings, for example, are minimized); or it may be labeled an 
act of unjustified aggression.” (Edelman, 1993)

• causes and consequences depend on frames
• what is displayed, what is obscured/hidden?
• categories help shape beliefs, ideologies, fears, enthusiasm 
• can naturalize propaganda into news, descriptions 





Media Bias

• classification of news stories
• obscure links between issues, create autonomy where there is not
• vital to maintain hierarchies, inequality and power relations
• reproduction of the status quo
• reproduction of race, class, gender
• engineering difference and distance
• presentation of isolated incidents

• “social problems (poverty, unemployment, discrimination against minorities and women) are not 
recognized as advantages for elites, though they are major benefits for them. For employers, 
widespread poverty and high unemployment mean lower labor costs and a docile work force. For 
white males, discrimination against minorities and women mean better jobs and reduced 
competition.” (Edelman, 1993)



Media Bias

• Selection
• When does an event become a story?
• Bias through choice of inclusion/exclusion

• Placement
• Where is a story placed? 
• Placing determines readers’ perception 
• How is a story organized ?
• What is placed where within a story? 

• Headline 
• approval or condemnation
• can create sensation/interest
• can reveal/hide





Media Bias

• Language
• connotation / denotation
• metaphors
• euphemisms 
• genocide vs. clash

• Titles
• labels to describe people, places, events
• terrorist vs. freedom fighter
• government vs. regime

• Photo

• Statistics

• Source Control



source: https://twitter.com/thrasherxy/status/1525851085461766144

https://twitter.com/thrasherxy/status/1525851085461766144








Media Bias on Palestine

• colonized language
• colonized discourse
• colonized media 

• research:
• erasure of Palestinian narratives & voices
• the misuse of language shaped the representation and reporting of ‘conflict’ (Sirhan, 2021)
• alignment of language with an Israeli perspective in major U.S. newspapers (Zelizer at al., 2002) 

• example New York Times
• more than 90% of all articles in the New York Times during the two Intifadas referenced Israelis, less 

than half mentioned Palestinians (Jackson, 2021)
• “two and a half times more likely to position Palestinians as aggressors and Israelis as victims in its 

headlines than to do the opposite” (Zelizer et al., 2002).
• disproportionate use of the passive voice when referring to violent actions perpetrated against 

Palestinians (Jackson, 2021)



• headline
• word choice

• photo

• caption
• word choice



• bias through placement

• bias through names/titles

• bias through statistics





























Ali Abunimah, journalist & co-founder of The Electronic Intifada, speaking to Deutsche Welle, May 2021.
https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/ali-abunimah/watch-german-tv-regrets-airing-interview-about-gaza

https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/ali-abunimah/watch-german-tv-regrets-airing-interview-about-gaza


















ORIENTALISM

• Edward Said

• “a sign of European-Atlantic power over the Orient”

• “a created body of theory and practice”

• Orientalist representations are saturated with stereotypes, generalizations, and 

dehumanization 

• Othering 

• implicitly renders Western audiences as wise, modern, and superior

• Western quest for political dominance and discursive control is evident in the

• reproduction of Orientalist ideas through powerful institutions, 

including academia and mainstream media



رامحلاّملعیراركتلا



ORIENTALISM

• justifies imperialism, colonialism
• violent representation has been omnipresent in U.S. media
• repetition of “insidious images” as a “teaching tool” emplyed by Hollywood for over a century (Shaheen 172) 

• “This Arab proverb encapsulates how effective repetition can be when it comes to education: how we 
learn by repeating an exercise over and over again until we can respond almost reflexively. A small child 
uses repetition to master numbers and letters of the alphabet. Older students use repetition to memorize 
historical dates and algebraic formulas. For more than a century Hollywood, too, has used repetition as a 
teaching tool, tutoring movie audiences by repeating over and over, in film after film, insidious images of the 
Arab people. I ask the reader to study in these pages the persistence of this defamation, from earlier times 
to the present day, and to consider how these slanderous stereotypes have affected honest discourse and 
public policy.” (171-172)











COLONIALISM

• settler-colonialism

• replacement

• simultaneous process of settler-colonial inscription and indigenous erasure (Jegić, 2019)

• logic of elimination (Wolfe, 2006)

• to get in the way of settler colonization, all the native has to do is stay at home (Rose, 1991)

• existence of “israel” necessitates perpetual violence/war 





• “For Zionism, then, colonization would be the instrument of nation-
building, not the by-product of an already-fulfilled nationalism.” (1-2)

• “Unlike European colonization elsewhere, therefore, Zionist 
colonialism of Palestine was essentially incompatible with the 
continued existence of the ‘native population’ in the coveted country.” (5)

• “An alien state was to be planted in the land link between Asia and 
Africa without the free consent of any neighboring African or Asian 
country.” (18)

• “Not only its vital and continuing association with European Imperialism, 
and its introduction into Palestine of the practices of Western colonialism, 
but also its chosen pattern of racial exclusiveness and self-segregation 
renders it an alien society in the Middle East.” (19)

• “Racism is not an acquired trait of the Zionist settler-state. Nor is it an 
accidental, passing feature of the Israeli scene. It is congenital, essential, 
and permanent. For it is inherent in the very ideology of Zionism and in 
the basic motivation for Zionist colonization and statehood.” (21)



Conflict

Clash

War

Colonialism

Settler-colonialism

Apartheid

Genocide 

Palestinicide(s)

Terrorism

Resistance

The Nakba

• ethnic cleansing in 1948

• ongoin epoch since the beginning of Zionist colonialism (1890s)



UNGA Resolution 37/43 (December 3, 1982)

Considering that the denial of the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people to self-determination, sovereignty, 
independence and return to Palestine and the repeated acts of aggression by Israel against the peoples of the region 
constitute a serious threat to international peace and security,

Deeply shocked and alarmed at the deplorable consequences of the Israeli invasion of Beirut on 3 August 1982, and 
recalling all the resolutions of the Security Council, in particular resolutions 520 (1982) of 17 September 1982 and 521 
(1982) of 19 September 1982,

2. Reaffirms the legitimacy of the struggle of peoples for independence, territorial integrity, national unity and liberation 
from colonial and foreign domination and foreign occupation by all available means, including armed struggle;

21. Strongly condemns the expansionist activities of Israel in the Middle East and the continual bombing of Palestinian civilians, 
which constitute a serious obstacle to the realization of the self-determination and independence of the Palestinian people;

22. Strongly condemns the Israeli aggression against Lebanon in June 1982, which endangers stability, peace and security 
in the region, and reiterates its support for the efforts undertaken to implement the resolutions of the Security Council, 
in particular those demanding the immediate and unconditional withdrawal of Israeli forces from Lebanese territory to 
internationally recognized boundaries and respect for the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Lebanon;
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